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BOX CONTENTS

1x Fridge Slide Mounting Kit 
6 x M6 washers 
6 x M6 tee nuts 
6 x M6 x 20mm bolts

Tie Down Kit 
4 x nylon straps

BEFORE FIRST USE

WARNING: The manufacturer is not responsible for any potential injury 
from misuse

Prior to using your product, please read all the safety and operating 
instructions thoroughly. Please ensure you follow the steps below before 
using the product. We recommend you keep the original packaging for 
storing the product when not in use.

Please pay close attention to the section entitled Important Safety 
and General Instructions. Find a safe and convenient place to keep this 
instruction manual for future reference.

Unpack the product but keep all packaging materials until you have 
made sure your new product is undamaged and in good working order. 
Ensure you have all accessories listed in this manual. Plastic wrapping can 
be a suffocation hazard for babies and children so ensure all packaging 
materials are out of their reach.
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PREPARING FOR THE FRIDGE SLIDE INSTALL

Slide needs to be installed on a flat even surface with a minimum of 12m 
thickness. You will require the use of an electric drill to install the slide.

1. Open the slide by depressing the 
lock lever on both sides, then pull 
slide forward to reveal the fixing 
holes in the side rails.

3. Drill six 7mm holes for the Tee 
Nuts.

5. Flatten the Tee Nuts with a mallet 
or hammer.

2. Mark the six drilling points 
through the slide fixing holes with 
a permanent marker.

4. Insert the Tee Nuts into the holes 
ensuring the nuts are upright and 
square to the hole.

6. Position the fridge slide on the 
flat surface. Use the 6 x M6 bolts 
to fix to the surface.
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TIE DOWN THE FRIDGE

IMPORTANT NOTES

• The slide must be securely and evenly bolted down to the floor of the 
vehicle or to wherever the slide is to be used.

• Under no circumstances can the slide be used other than when it is 
fixed down correctly on a smooth even surface with no contortion of the 
frame.

• The sliding tray is activated by depressing the right hand side lever on 
the front to pull forward and lock in.

• Heavy pushing without depressing the lever will result in damage to the 
lever.

• Ensure that the tray is firmly locked into place when returning the tray to 
its inward position.

• This slide is designed to carry fridges up to 80kgs including contents. lt is 
not recommended for commercial use and no warranty applies if used so.

Secure your fridge on the slide by using the 4 nylon straps supplied. Make 
sure the straps are tight and secure.



CLEANING, CARE, STORAGE & MAINTENANCE

• Clean with a damp cloth. 

• Store away in a cool dry place away from dirt and debris.

This warranty is provided by:

Electus Distribution 
Address 46 Eastern Creek Drive, Eastern Creek NSW 2766 
Ph. 1300 738 555

WARRANTY INFORMATION

Our product is guaranteed to be free from manufacturing defects for a 
period of 12 Months.

If your product becomes defective during this period, Electus Distribution 
will repair, replace, or refund where a product is faulty; or not fit for 
intended purpose. 

This warranty will not cover modified product; misuse or abuse of the 
product contrary to user instructions or packaging label; change of mind 
and normal wear and tear.

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the 
Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for 
a major failure and for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable 
loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or 
replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and failure does not 
amount to a major failure.

To claim warranty, please contact the place of purchase. You will need to 
show receipt or other proof of purchase. Additional information may be 
required to process your claim. 

Any expenses relating to the return of your product to the store will 
normally have to be paid by you. 

The benefits to the customer given by this warranty are in addition to other 
rights and remedies of the Australian Consumer Law in relation to the 
goods or services to which this warranty relates.


